
Frontend Developer (contract)
Diva Protocol
(Jan 2022 - Nov 2023)

Led the implementation of the Diva Protocol
apps using ReactJs, EtherJs, and styled
components.
Optimized the app's performance and SEO by
refactoring the code, resulting in a increase in
search engine rankings

WHERE I’VE WORKED

Bachelor of Technology in
Electronics and communication
Institution: ABES ENGINEERING COLLEGE

EDUCATION HISTORY

Javascript (ES6+)
Typescript
React
NextJs
EtherJs
Tailwind CSS
wagmi 
Material UI

FEW TECHNOLOGIES I’VE BEEN
WORKING

ZetaLabs [Live][Blog]
It’s an open environment where
users can test, learn, and
contribute to dApps built on the
ZetaChain protocol.
Tech: NextJs, EtherJs, Redux
toolkit, Styled components,
Rainbow kit, etc.

ZetaScan [Live]
ZetaScan is ZetaChain's
maintained explorer. You can
view recent ZetaChain
transactions and track the status
of cross-chain transactions end-
to-end.

SOME THINGS I’VE BUILT

A results-driven software engineer with over
2 years of experience in developing front-end
solutions using React and NextJs. Proven
ability to work efficiently and effectively in a
team-oriented environment.

SUMMARY👋

CLICK HERE FOR MY PORTFOLIO

Tarun Yadav
Frontend Developer

 tarunyadav9761@gmail.com

twitter.com/tarunyadav9761

 linkedin.com/in/tarunyadav9761

 github.com/tarunyadav1

Frontend Developer (contract)
ZetaChain
(Jan 2022 - Jul 2022)

Developed cross-chain swap app. 
Built a custom Docusaurus docs site for
ZetaChain, improving UX and increasing site
traffic and engagement.
Architected ZetaChain explorer with React
and GraphQL. Improved search and data
visualization, reducing support requests and
increasing user satisfaction.

Frontend Developer (Freelance) 
(Jan 2021 - Jan 2022)

Utilized ReactJs, NextJs, and Redux to
develop the front-end for multiple projects as
a freelance front-end developer.
Worked closely with the design team to
ensure the user interface aligned with the
clients' specifications, resulting in increased
user engagement and customer satisfaction.

Frontend Developer (contract)
Chatterly
(Dec 23)

Led the implementation of the Diva Protocol
apps using ReactJs, EtherJs, and styled
components.
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